
 

Abstract—Duplicate address detection (DAD) is a necessary 

process before the host uses a new IP address to ensure its 

uniqueness. In the traditional DAD process, the detection target 

is public, thus making the detection process vulnerable to 

attacks, especially to denial-of-service attacks. A new detection 

method called Se-DAD is proposed in this paper to improve the 

security of DAD. In Se-DAD, the detected target is not disclosed 

to prevent the attacking node from forging a spoofing response. 

The hidden source MAC address also effectively prevents DoS 

attacks. Experiments show that Se-DAD is better than the 

previous detection methods considering address configuration 

failure rate, CPU, and memory overhead. 

 

 
Index Terms—duplicate address detection; address resolution; 

neighbor discovery; SEND; denial of service 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 n TCP/IP architecture, IP address is used as network 

address and host identifier [1]. The dual meaning of the IP 

address is crucial for the host. The IP protocol stipulates that a 

duplication must be detected before using an IP address; such 

process is mainly defined in address resolution protocol (ARP) 

[2] and neighbor discovery protocol (NDP) [3], [4]. 

Assuming the presence of three hosts in the local area network 

(LAN), namely A, B, and C, the general Duplicate address 

detection (DAD) process can be described as follows. 

Step 1: If host A wants to use IPX as its new address IPX (in 

this paper, IPX is always used to represent the destination 

address of DAD), then host A must conduct a broadcast and 

claim that it will use IPX. 

Step 2: Hosts B and C will check their address pools after 

receiving the broadcast. If IPX exists, then host B (or C) must 

provide a reply. 
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Step 3: If host A receives a reply, then this phenomenon 

indicates that IPX is a conflict. If no reply is received, then the 

IPX is available. 

The duplicate address detection (DAD) process faces many 

problems, particularly security. The protocol in the detection 

process assumes that all nodes are honest, but the actual 

situation indicates that malicious nodes are ubiquitous [5], [6]. 

Assuming that host C is malicious, step 1 of DAD indicates 

that all nodes know that host A will use IPX because IPX is 

public. Therefore, step 2 indicates that host C has two attack 

methods: 

 Send a forged reply to generate a conflict. 

 Conduct a DAD process whose destination is the same as 

the IPX. 

Both methods will cause failure in host address 

configuration according to the current protocols (ARP and 

NDP). If the attack is continuous, then host A cannot obtain 

an available address. Thus, a denial-of-service (DoS) attack is 

formed. 

A Secure DAD model called Se-DAD is proposed in this 

paper. In Se-DAD, the destination of DAD and the MAC of 

the source host are not public. Thus, the attack node neither 

knows the destination address of DAD nor which node 

performs the DAD. The attack node cannot also perform 

targeted attacks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 introduces the main problems and research status of 

DAD. Section 3 presents the principle and working process of 

Se-DAD. Section 4 shows the experiment and analysis. 

Section 5 concludes this paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Development of duplicate address detection 

ARP request message and ARP reply message are used to 

complete the DAD, and the DAD and address resolution 

processes are similar. If host A wants to use IPX as its new 

address, then it sends out an ARP request to perform an 

address resolution for IPX. If a reply exists, then a conflict in 

the existing address is present. RFC5227 proposed a new 

method called address conflict detection (ACD) to avoid 

polluting the cache of other hosts [7]. ACD adds two new 

packets as follows: ARP probe and ARP announcement. ARP 

probe is similar to ARP request, but its “source IP” field is 

filled with “0.0.0.0” so as to reduce the cache pollution for 

other hosts. 

The detection process in NDP mainly depends on neighbor 

solicitation (NS) and neighbor advertisement (NA) packets to 

complete. The format of the NDP message is shown in Fig. 1. 

“Target address” is used to store the destination of DAD. The 
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“Options” field is different depending on the “Type” field of 

the message, and it usually stores the MAC address. The 

“Type” of NS and NA is 135 and 136, respectively. The 

“Flags” field is valid only in NA. If the MAC addresses of 

hosts A and B are 00E0-FC00-0001 and 00E0-FC00-0002, 

respectively, then the IPv6 address of host B is 1::2:B. If host 

A also wants to use the 1::2:B, then host B will reply with an 

NA to show the address is conflict after host A broadcasts an 

NS. The details of NS and NA are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Format of NDP message 

 

 
Fig. 2.  NS and NA 

 

B. Existing problems 

The host usually has only one IP address in IPv4, and the 

address rarely changes. However, this situation gradually 

changes with the emergence of the wireless sensor network 

(WSN), mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), and the 

promotion and application of IPv6. On the one hand, the 

addresses that a host owned increased. On the other hand, the 

nodes are mobile in WSN, MANET, and mobile IPv6 

(MIPv6). The nodes may leave an old network and enter a 

new one at any time. The network itself will also produce 

partitions or merge. All these incidents will elicit changes in 

the IP of nodes. Thus, the DAD process will become frequent, 

and the problems encountered by DAD will gradually emerge 

[8]. DAD is currently facing three aspects of the problem that 

must be solved urgently. 

Time consuming 

DAD process must be completed in 1–3 s according to the 

current protocols. Delays are intolerable for time-restricted 

applications, especially in MIPv6. Many improved methods 

are proposed to reduce time consumption. For example, the 

typical solution in MIPv6 is to use a new IP address first and 

then perform the DAD process or use proactive-DAD to 

achieve rapid handover [9]–[11]. 

Overhead 

Energy is valuable in wireless environments, such as 

MANET and WSN. Effective routing algorithms can increase 

the lifetime of the network, such as [12]. However, the 

overhead of DAD cannot be ignored. The DAD process must 

be performed whenever a node obtains a new IP address or 

network partitioning or merging to avoid address conflict. An 

excessively large overhead of DAD will affect the survival of 

the network. The host usually adopts a special address 

configuration or uses a global address database to reduce the 

overhead and the number of DAD. The node can complete the 

DAD by comparing the address with the central database, 

which avoids the consumption of network resources by 

flooding [13], [14]. 

Security issues 

Spoofing attack is the main threat of DAD. The detection 

address is public in DAD, and any malicious node can send a 

false reply to convince the host regarding the existence of an 

address conflict. A malicious node can also use attack tools, 

such as THC-IPv6, to achieve the aforementioned purpose 

[15]. Some researchers use centralized authority to increase 

security; however, this approach is unrealistic for many 

network environments [16]. IPSec is currently experiencing 

difficulties in the protection of the link layer protocols. The 

premise of the IPSec lies in the completed key exchange by 

the two sides, and IPSec protects the point-to-point 

communication, excluding broadcast communication. 

However, most of the DAD processes occur before 

point-to-point communication is established [17]. The IPSec 

mechanism has played a role between A and C. However, host 

C can still cheat due to the disclosure of the detection address.  

Furthermore, considering the viewpoint of nodes, 

determining the legality of the mapping between IP and MAC 

given by the other is impossible. Intrusion detection is an 

effective means to improve network security but plays a small 

role in dealing with DAD security [18].  

SEND is an innovative protocol; its feature is self-certified 

[19]. With DAD as an example, if host C shows that IPX is 

involved in a conflict, then host A can require C to provide 

proof of IPX ownership. However, SEND uses 

cryptographically generated address (CGA) as its address 

format; a feature of CGA is that the auxiliary parameters 

cannot be inferred from CGA itself [20]. Therefore, SEND 

can open the destination of DAD without fear of being 

cheated.  

The algorithm of CGA is remarkably complex and needs a 

considerable amount of calculation. Literature [21] suggested 

using the entropy of the system state to generate Interface 

IDentifier (IID) to shorten the address generation time. 

Authentication can also be used to restrict node behavior and 

improve the overall security level of LAN, but this method 

requires a centralized server and high deployment cost [22]. 

If SAVI is deployed in the network, especially 

SEND-SAVI, then the attack of deception can be effectively 

prevented [23], [24]. In the SAVI environment, the switch can 
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bind an IP address to a switch Port. If the host sends a message 

that the source IP address is inconsistent with the binding 

information, then the switch will refuse to forward it [25]. 

However, binding information in SAVI is extracted from the 

DAD message by monitoring network traffic. Therefore, 

SAVI does not check the NS message during DAD. 

III. AN ANTI-DOS DUPLICATE DETECTION MODEL 

A. Se-DAD 

A safe DAD process called Se-DAD is designed to solve 

the security problem of DAD, especially DoS attacks. In 

addition to achieving the basic function of DAD, the extra 

design goals of Se-DAD are as follows. 

(1) Protocol does not require a third-party authority; 

(2) Protocol can prevent forge response; 

(3) Protocol can prevent DoS attacks. 

The IPX must be hidden in the DAD process to achieve goal 

(2). Meanwhile, the MAC address of the source host must also 

be hidden to achieve goal (3). Only host A knows the 

communication requirements when it wants to communicate 

with the target hos, which has a network address of IPX. Thus, 

IPX can be regarded as a secret between host A and the target 

host. IPX can also be used as a public key to encrypt the 

address information to achieve goals (2) and (3).  

The NDP is taken as the prototype of Se-DAD. Two new 

packet formats in Se-DAD are defined as follows: NSSe-DAD 

and NASe-DAD. Their Type fields separately use the retention 

values (200 and 201) of ICMPv6.  

The following functions are used in Se-DAD:  

( , )Right x n , intercept n bit from the right side of string x 

and return an n bit binary string; 

( )
K

E x , using K as the key to encrypt string x; 

( )
K

D x , using K as the key to de-encrypt string x; 

( )H x , compute the hash value of x and return a 128-bit 

binary string.  

Se-DAD is designed as follows. 

(1) DAD initiation stage. Host A performs the following 

operation. 

Step 1: If host A wants to use a new address IPX, then host 

A broadcasts a DAD message NSSe-DAD, and each field 

assignment is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Fields Assignment of NSSe-DAD 

 

(2) Response stage. Other hosts (represent by host B) 

conduct the following. 

Step 2: Receive NSSe-DAD and extract “Target 

address,“ “Src IP,“ and “Options“ fields; 

Step 3: If the address pool is not empty, then host B takes 

out an address note as IPY (go to Step 4). If no address is 

found in the address pool, then the process ends. 

Step 4: Compute ( )
Y

h IP  

If ( )
Y

h IP ==Target address (NSSe-DAD), then take Y
IP  as 

the key, and decrypt the IP and MAC of host A:  

( _ ( ))
YA IP Se DAD

IP D Src IP NS



, 

( _ ( ))
YA IP Se DAD

MAC D Src MAC NS



. 

Then, host B sends NASe-DAD to reply to host A, and each 

field assignment is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Fields Assignment of NASe-DAD 

 

 If ( ) arg ( )
Y Se DAD

H IP T et address NS


 , then return 

to Step 3. 

(3) Verification process. Host A operates as follows. 

Step 5: Within a specified period (1–3 s), host A verifies all 

the NASe-DAD received and tests whether the “Target 

address“ field and IPX satisfy the equation. 

 If Target address (NASe-DAD) = ( )
XIP X

E IP  , then 
X

IP  is 

a conflict with the reply host. 

 If Target address (NASe-DAD) ≠ ( )
XIP X

E IP , then no 

conflict exists; thus, NASe-DAD is discarded. 

The Se-DAD workflow is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of Se-DAD 
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B. Example of Se-DAD 

 
TABLE I 

BASIC INFORMATION OF HOSTS  

Host IP MAC Hash(IP) 

A 
1::5:

A 

0800-270c-000

1 

1298591506654c57623885a782f31ed

9 

B 
1::5:

B 

0800-270c-000

2 
baed6fb66cbedfdca5d0a910d315bf89 

C 
1::5:

C 

0800-270c-000

3 
e77b56dc72bf9e34eba732592a5a6dd0 

 

An instance is used to show the workflow of Se-DAD, and 

the basic details of hosts A, B, and C are presented in Table I. 

Assuming that host A will use the new address :: :=1 5
X

IP B , 

then host A calculates its hash value as follows: 

 

baed6fb66cbedfdca5d0a910d315bf89

1 5
Se DAD

T arg et address( NS ) h( :: : B )


 
 

Herein, the hash algorithm is MD5, which generates a 

message digest with 128 bits. Using IPX as the key, host A 

calculates the “Src_IP,” “Src_MAC,” and other fields of 

NSSe-DAD. 

1::5:

8d0d12cfef 09f 97f 4e4b67d07c1cab13

_ (1:: 5 : )
B

Src IP E A 
 

1::5:
_ ( (0800 270 0001),48)

B
Src MAC Right E c    

3 17 8443baa d d  

_ 3333 0000 0001Dest MAC     

_ 02 ::1Dest IP FF  

1::5:
(0800 270 0001)

B
Options E c    

 ef0f97d62b1622e4da0abaa3d17d8443 . 

Then, host A broadcasts NSSe-DAD, and the details are 

shown in Fig. 6. 

Hosts B and C will receive the NSSe-DAD. Host C obtains 

1::5:C from its address pool, and  

 hash 1:: 5 : C e77b56dc72bf 9e34eba732592a5a6dd0
 

is calculated.  

 hash 1:: 5 : C  is not equal to the Target address field of 

NSSe-DAD, and no address is available in the address pool. 

Then, C discards the NSSe-DAD. For host B, 1::5:B is obtained 

from its address pool, as calculated in the following: 

 hash 1:: 5 : B baed6fb66cbedfdca5d0a910d315bf 89 . 

Address “1::5:B” is found to be equal to the “Target 

address“ field of NSSe-DAD. Then, 1::5:B is used as the key to 

decrypt the IP and MAC of host A.  

 1 :5:B
D 8 0 12 09 97 4 4 67 07 1 13

1:: 5 :

A
IP d d cfef f f e b d c cab

A

 ∷

 

 1 :5:B
D 0 97 62 1622 4 0 3 17 8443

0800 270 0001

A
MAC ef f d b e da abaa d d

c 



 

∷

. 

Host B also uses 1::5:B as the key encrypt of its IP and 

MAC: 

 1 5:
1 5 : B 1 9 6 6 0 428 32 736 7 7 0781

B
E d e df c c a d f e b e f∷ ∷

 1 5:
0800 270 0002 =e 0 97 62 1622 4 7 00205846 99

B
E c f f d b e cf dd d ∷

 

Then, NASe-DAD is sent as a reply, and each field assignment 

is as follows: 

 1 5:
_ 1 5 : B

1 9 6 6 0 428 32 736 7 7 0781

B
Src IP E

d e df c c a d f e b e f

 ∷ ∷

 

  1 5:
Right 0800 270 0002 ,48_

B
Src MAC E c  ∷  

 1 :: 5 :Dest IP A  
 0800 270 0001Dest MAC c    

 1 5
1::5 B

1 9 6 6 0 428 32 736 7 7 0781

:B
E :

d e df c c a d f e b e f

T arg et address  ∷

 

 1 5:
0800 270 0002

0 97 62 1622 4 7 00205846 99

B
E c

ef

O

f d b

t

e cf dd d

p ions    ∷

. 

Host A found the Target address field of 

( )
XSe DAD IP X

NA E IP


  after receiving the NASe-DAD and then 

realized that 1::5:B is a conflict. The detail of the Se-DAD 

process is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6. An example of Se-DAD 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Experiments 

A series of comparative experiments are conducted to 

verify the effectiveness of Se-DAD. The testing platform 

specifications are as follows: Linux Ubuntu 18.04, Intel i9 

10900x CPU, 32 GB Corsair DDR4 memory. Network 

topology generation software is Mininet, the programming 

language is Python 3.80, and switch software is Open vSwitch. 

The topology contains eight nodes, where node A is the main 

node, and periodically performs DAD. Node B is used to 

generate background traffic, and the distribution of traffic 

loads is shown in Fig. 7. Node C is a malicious node that 

attacks the DAD process of node A. Other nodes are 

participating nodes, and their behavior follows the IPv6 

protocol (Table II shows the details of the network 

environment). 

The experiment is divided into three scenarios to simulate 

the DAD in NDP, SEND, and Se-DAD. The experimental 

statistics include address configuration failure and packet loss 

rates as well as CPU and memory overhead. The experimental 

results are shown in Figs. 8–11. 
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Scenario 1: DAD in NDP. Host C responds by forging NA 

according to the target field of the NS. 

Scenario 2: In Se-DAD, host C initiates NS, which is the 

same as host A, and sends it out to deceive host A that an 

address conflict exists. 

Scenario 3: In SEND, host C sends several false responses 

and then requires host A to verify, thus consuming host 

resources. 

If a DAD process P is performed m times in the presence of 

DoS attacks, and all m times have failed, then DoS is fully 

functional in P. If DAD is successfully performed m times, 

that is, the failure rate of P is 0, then P is immune to DoS 

attacks. Thus, the DAD failure rate (also called address 

configuration failure rate) can be used to measure P. The 

calculation of failure rates is shown in Formula (1). 

DAD success times
DAD failure rate 1 (1)

Total DAD times
 

 
 

TABLE II 

NETWORK ENVIRONMENT 

Network type Bandwidths 
Normal 

node 
Attack node Switch 

LAN 100M 7 1 1 

 

 
Fig. 7. Probability distribution of traffic 

 

 
Fig. 8. Address collision rate 

 

 
Fig. 9. Packet loss rate 

 

 
Fig. 10. CPU overhead comparison 

 

 
Fig. 11. Memory overhead comparison 

 

Fig. 8 shows that the address configuration failure rates of 

SEND and Se-DAD are similar, but that of Se-DAD is slightly 

high. Attack nodes in SEND cannot provide the auxiliary 

parameters of CGA. Therefore, SEND cannot forge a reply 

that meets the CGA verification.  

Fig. 9 shows that the attacker can send numerous forged 

DAD replies to consume the resources of the victim host, thus 

depleting its resources to process packets, which partly leads 

to missing replies of DAD. Therefore, the address 

configuration failure rate is lower than the background 

address conflict rate. The detection address and the MAC of 

the source host are encrypted in Se-DAD, and the forged 

replies of attackers cannot be forwarded to the source host. 

Thus, its DAD failure rate is proximal to the background 

conflict rate. The Se-DAD fail rate is higher than SEND. 

However, this finding does not indicate that SEND is 

effective in experiments because some real address conflicts 

occur, and SEND is not realized due to the packet loss. 

Fig. 10 shows the CPU overhead in three scenarios. DAD 

in NDP does not require encryption or hash calculation; thus, 
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its CPU overhead is the lowest and is most vulnerable to DoS 

attacks. SEND needs numerous centralized calculations when 

generating CGA addresses, including hash, encryption, and 

digital signature; thus, the CPU overhead is the highest. 

Se-DAD only needs encryption calculation when constructing 

NS or NA messages, and the decryption operation is only 

required in special cases. Therefore, the CPU overhead is 

lower than SEND, between SEND and DAD. 

Considering memory overhead, Fig. 11 shows that SEND 

will receive numerous attack messages because it exposes its 

MAC address and the target address field in DAD. Thus, 

storing and verifying these messages will consume a 

considerable amount of storage space. NDP also faces the 

same problem but does not require complex verification. 

Therefore, the memory overhead is slightly lower than SEND. 

The address information of the initiating host is hidden in 

Se-DAD. Thus, Se-DAD will not receive a large number of 

forged NA. Therefore, its memory overhead is the lowest. 

B. Security analysis 

Se-DAD mainly faces two threats: address conflict and 

DoS attack [26]. 

Address conflict 

Herein, assuming that the target address length is L, the 

LAN contains N nodes, and each node has M IPv6 addresses. 

Then, the total number of addresses in the LAN is N × M. 

Theoretically, the probability that these addresses are 

completely different is: 

2 1 2 1 2 1
P ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2

L L L

Not conflict L L L

N M    
    

1 2 1
(1 ) (1 ) (1 )

2 2 2
L L L

N M 
        

1

(1 )
2

N M

L
i

i



   

According to the birthday paradox, the probability of 

conflict in these addresses is:  

 

1

P 1 (1 )
2

N M

conflict L
i

i



    

The length of IPv6 is 128 bits, and the number of LAN 

nodes must not exceed 500. Considering the worst case, 

assume that the number of LAN nodes is 512, and each node 

has 1024 addresses. The network prefix is assumed to be 64 

bits. Therefore, the IID length is 64; that is, L is 64, N is 512, 

and M is 1024. Then, the address collision probability is: 

 
512 1024

64
1

P 1 (1 )
2

conflict

i

i



    

35

1

2P 1
conflict

e


   

where P
conflict

 is a minimum. Therefore, the probability of 

address collision can be ignored in Se-DAD. 

DoS attack 

Attacker C does not know because the MAC address of A is 

encrypted. Assume that the bandwidth of the LAN is 10 Gbps: 

if C forges a large number of NA (the destination MAC field 

of these NA is random) and attempts to attack A, then the limit 

number of NA that C can send in 3 s is computed as shown 

below because the size of NA is 78 bytes. 

 

253 10Gb
C= =1.43 2

78Byte

 
 

   
The probability that these NA can successfully reach A is: 

 
25

1.43 2

48
1

P 1 (1 )
2

conflict

i

i



    

23

1

-72P 1 =1.19 10
conflict

e


    

The attack of C hardly poses a threat to the DAD process of 

A due to such a low probability. 

C. Comparison 

Se-DAD is compared with several typical studies 

considering encryption technology, additional facilities, 

traffic monitoring, communication overhead, and database 

support. The comparison results are shown in Table III.  

If both sides use encryption technology, then the protocol 

performance will be affected to a certain extent, which is 

observed in methods [19] and [29]. Reference [28] must 

include an additional server in the network and ensure that the 

server is always secure; however, an additional server 

increases the cost of deployment. In reference [29], the 

security server needs periodic broadcasting to collect <IP, 

MAC> mappings of all hosts in the LAN, which increases the 

communication overhead. The methods adopted in references 

[29], [28], and [27] must create a mirror port on the switch 

such that all network traffic can be monitored to realize 

message filtering. These methods must be supported by the 

switch and also need database support to record the address 

mappings. The deployment costs are remarkably high. 

Compared with these solutions, Se-DAD does not need to 

monitor all network traffic and add security servers or 

database support. Thus, Se-DAD is a lightweight security 

solution with low implementation costs. 

V. CONCLUSION 

As an important part of ARP and NDP, the security of the 

DAD process has not been sufficiently studied. In DAD, the 

destination address of detection and the MAC of the source 

host are all public. Thus, the attack node not only knows the 

detection address but also which host is performing the 

detection. This scenario is convenient for the attack node. The 

proposed method of Se-DAD overcomes the two 

abovementioned problems. The destination of detection and 

the MAC of the source host are closed in Se-DAD. Thus, an 

anonymous DAD is present, thereby effectively preventing 

DoS. Se-DAD also has some shortcomings. 
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TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF DAD-H WITH OTHER SECURITY MECHANISMS 

  
Cryptography 

used 

Performance 

degradation 

Additional 

facility 

Traffic 

monitor 

Data Base 

 support 

Se-DAD Yes Low Null No No 

SEND[19]  Yes Middle Null No No 

FCFS-SAVI[27] No Low Switch/Router Yes Need 

NDPmon[28] No Low Secure server Yes Need 

Rehman[29] Yes Middle Secure server Yes Need 

 

Se-DAD needs redeployment of the protocol stack because 

of the use of two new packet formats. Moreover, the 

communication and computation costs of Se-DAD are higher 

than that of the traditional DAD process because of the 

encryption overhead. However, the security of Se-DAD is 

higher than the traditional DAD process. 
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